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Background

In today’s production world of ever growing expectations, we are faced with an increasing 

number of source and delivery formats. In the past, things were much simpler. The lineage of well 

specified video formats guaranteed consistency throughout the entire process. For feature films, the 

photo-chemical process allowed for end to end consistency. Within the expectations of the time, one 

could go almost anywhere in the world and have matching images. Setups were simple, connect a 

camera to a monitor and beautiful images were readily at hand.

Today, it is not uncommon to find three or more different cameras being used, each with a 

unique color space and file format. It often takes expensive technical staff many hours just to attain a 

baseline pleasing picture let alone have all cameras match. Once the production process is finished, 

multiple deliveries each with a unique file format and image specification are required. Often, multiple 

finishes are the only answer. The industry has moved in a very short time from a simple video based 

image system built around a single specification to a system that must serve multiple resolutions, color 

spaces, dynamic ranges, and frame rates. Manually building workflows to meet the many requirements 

is not feasible. What is needed is a system that has the latitude to meet present and future 

requirements, a system that automatically adapts to the source images without regard to the color 

space and format, and that can deliver the many current and future finals.
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Introduction

A state-of-the art, automatically managed, ACES-compliant color pipeline which brings plug 

and play simplicity to today’s complex production requirements, Colorfront Engine enables unlimited 

creative look creation and ensures image integrity from on-set to the finished product.

TRUE PLUG AND PLAY: Wakes up with a great looking base picture no matter what the source is 

without the need for technical intervention. The focus is now on the creative side, making the look that 

is right for the story.

Central to the design is the common ACEScc colorspace, the standard common wide gamut color and 

high dynamic range color workspace. All input sources are automatically converted into ACEScc 

regardless of the original source format.

When available, the IDTs (input device transforms) supplied by the camera manufacturers are used, 

otherwise Colorfront offers proprietary IDTs.

Mixing cameras is no longer a concern.  As opposed to other systems that require a separated pipeline 

for each camera type, the Colorfront Engine uses single common pipeline for all cameras. Once a look is

developed, it can be applied to any camera type with matching results.

The Colorfront Engine is a fully ACES-compliant pipeline, using floating point color transforms specified

by the Academy. As opposed to other systems no lookup tables are used in the workflow, instead exact 

mathematical function curves are utilized ensuring highest possible precision in color processing.

A large assortment of specialized tools dedicated to specific image issues are available in addition to 

the standard color correction tools.
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Colorfront Engine Components

Colorfront Engine node pipeline in OSD.

Input Transform Module (IDT)

Sensing the input source meta-data, it automatically transforms the source image into the 

standard ACEScc workspace. Mixed camera sources are all automatically translated into the ACEScc 

color workspace, the Academy ACES IDTs are automatically applied. If an IDT is not available, a 

Colorfront IDT is supplied. The full latitude and integrity of the input source is maintained within the 

ACEScc colorspace.

Scene Referred Camera Color Module (Pre-Grade)

Full scene referred linear light adjustments are used to compensate for scene lighting intensity 

and color temperature. This is the equivalent of adjusting the photons landing on the camera sensor. It 

uses familiar terms such as F-stops and color temperature in Kelvin. Automatic camera matching is 

available to quickly and accurately compensate for different lenses and filters. The tool works the same 

way with any camera as the input providing a unified approach to grading input images from various 

sources. For example, a 1 stop adjustment applied to an ARRI Alexa will have the same effect when 

applied to a SONY or RED camera. Rather than having to use standard creative color correction tools - 

like other systems do - this tool is designed to deal with a specific need quickly and efficiently.
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The camera color module offers automatic scene-referred white balance and exposure matching

based on gray patch or reference image. This lets the user quickly balance the color using a standard 

gray patch or match the same colors in different scenes.

CameraColor node for adjusting physically accurate exposure, 

saturation and color balance.

Creative Grading Tools (CC)

COLORFRONT PRIMARY: Allows the adjustment of brightness, saturation, and contrast to various 

sections of the image. Overall, low-lights, mid-lights, high-lights, and super-high-lights. The cut-off 

level of these ranges as well as the smoothness of the separation can be adjusted.

CDL: A common standard color decision list for slope, offset, power, and saturation for inter-platform 

exchange in ACEScc colorspace.

ASC CDL: A common standard color decision list for slope, offset, power, and saturation for inter-

platform exchange in ACESproxy colorspace.

SECTOR: Six sector selective color corrector.
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Sector corrector node with it’s custom GUI showing slight adjustment of the blue colors.

SKINTONE: A toolset specific to adjusting skin tones allowing control of tonal variation, hue, and color. 

As the amount slider is increased the hue of skin tone colors are “pulled” towards a reference skin tone 

while not changing their brightness. To adjust the tone of this target color the Tone slider should be 

used. The Color slider is used to adjust the saturation of the skin tones.

Adjusting skin tones.

CURVE: To adjust tones and contrast the well known curve tool may be used with 4 or 5 control points.
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Curve tool adjusted using the dedicated curve window.

Look Module (LMT)

LOOK LIBRARY:  A library of looks including the default “Master Look” to a large assortment of 

looks based on traditional film characteristics from film laboratory effects to specialized synthetically 

based looks. All looks are empirically derived to avoid the artifacting inherent in traditionally sampled 

looks. All looks support fully extended dynamic ranges as well as the full latitude of ACES. The universal

looks impart the same effect regardless of the input camera or source. All Colorfont looks are encrypted

and are stored in compressed proprietary files. The look packaging workflow is open and available to 

look creators who can setup expiration date for their custom looks in order to protect their assets.

 

Look Blender tool provides intuitive controls for mixing looks.
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MASTER LOOK: Normal Contrast Default Look. This is the default look of Colorfront Engine designed 

to produce great looking results under a wide range of capture sources and conditions. It maintains a D-

60 white point throughout the full range. It offers a perceptually balanced wide range color palette with

particular emphasis on good skin tones in varying conditions. It uses a partial subtractive color model. It

is well-suited for EFX compositing due to its neutral gray scale. 

MASTER CONTRAST: High Contrast Default Look. This is a higher contrast version of the Master Look.

MASTER LOW CONTRAST: Low Contrast Default Look. This is a lower contrast version of the Master 

Look.

MASTER SOFT: Soft Contrast Default Look. This is a softer contrast version of the Master Look

SOFT COLOR: Soft Color Master Look. This is a softer color version of the Master Look without reduced

saturation. The strong colors have less emphasis while maintaining good skin tones.

MASTER VIVID: Enhanced Color Master Look. This is a stronger color version of the Master Look with 

more emphasis on the dominant colors.

ARRI LOOK D65: ARRI K1S1 D-65 Look. This look is based on the default ARRI LogC to Rec709 

transform which has been modified for wide dynamic range and color.

ARRI LOOK D60: ARRI K1S1 D-60 Look. This look is based on the default ARRI LogC to Rec709 

transform which has been modified for wide dynamic range and color and chromatically adapted to a D-

60 white point.

BLEACH LOOK: Bleach Bypass Look. This is an empirically derived Bleach look based on model of an 

average print film with partial silver retention. The result is increased contrast, especially in the bottom 

end, and an emphasized subtractive color model resulting in the characteristic subdued color look. 

FILM AGFA: Agfa Print Look. Based on an optimized empirical characterization of Agfa print film 

modified for wide dynamic range. Typical to Agfa is the characteristic, non-uniform , color-biased gray 

scale along with somewhat higher saturated colors.

FILM BLENDED: Optimized Blend of Multiple Stocks. Based on optimized empirical characterizations 

of multiple Kodak and Fuji print films modified for wide dynamic range. This yields a good typical film 

look without the usual print film inconsistencies across a wide range of capture sources both digital and 

film.

FILM BLENDED LOW CONTR.: Low Contrast Blend of Multiple Stocks. This is a lower contrast version 

of the Film Blended allowing a controlled amount of contrast to be dialed in by the colorist.

FILM FUJI DI: Fuji DI Print Look Based on an optimized empirical characterization of Fuji DI print film 

modified for wide dynamic range. The typical yellowish straw bias in the upper whites ranges is present.
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FILMFUJI XD: Fuji XD Print Look. Based on an optimized empirical characterization of Fuji XD print film

modified for wide dynamic range. This film has higher saturated color dyes resulting in deeper darker 

colors than standard Fuji print film.

KODACHROME: Kodachrome Look. Based on an optimized characterization of Kodachrome color 

reversal film modified for wide dynamic range. Kodachrome is noted for the elegant emphasis of the 

primary colors without being over the top.

UNITY : Neutral/Unity Look. Look bypass, no specific look applied, only a tone map with a simple color 

matrix.

UNITY ACES 1.0 LOOK: Academy ACES 1.0 look.

UNITY ACADEMY ACES 0.7.1 LOOK: Look bypass, no specific look applied, only a tone map with a 

simple color matrix.

LOOK BLENDER: Allows for the mixing or blending of up to three looks from the Look Library. 

In addition, there are global modifiers to fine tune the chosen look. For example, a scene lighting 

modifier allows adjustment highlights and lowlights without affecting the color. The white point allows 

adapted modification of the effective display color temperature.

RRT/ODT: This couples the color adjustments and LMT to the specific display device and 

viewing environment. For example, Rec 709 is supported for both dark surround 48-nit and dim 

surround 100-nit applications. DCI P3 and DCI XYZ , various high dynamic range modes are also 

supported. For example 600, 1000, and 2000 nit with PQ curve are available.
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Colorfront Engine Workflow

Acquisition and Dailies using Colorfront Software

Colorfront provides tools for Colorfront Engine workflows from start to finish. Even before 

shooting a single frame with a motion picture camera, one can design a default look for a Colorfront 

Engine pipeline as well as creative looks in On-Set Color (OSC), the cinematographer’s tool running on a

Retina MacBook Pro. This tool works on RAW images shot with still cameras - Canon, Nikon or Sony - 

and implements the same image processing pipeline as all other Colorfront tools. The interface of OSC 

is very similar to Express Dailies: one can create a project with Colorfront Engine pipeline, ingest still 

frames and start adjusting the look settings or the grading parameters (such as CDL).

These looks can be exported as EMD files and later reapplied in the dailies session or on-set for 

live monitoring in On-Set Live (OSL). Since Colorfront Engine automatically transforms the source 

images into the internal Colorfront Color Workspace, the looks designed on still camera pictures match 

perfectly the images shot on professional cinema cameras. OSL can work in Colorfront Engine mode 

with all sorts of log input signals: LogC from an Alexa, SLog or ACESProxy from a Sony camera, 

CanonLog from a Canon camera etc. The high-quality image transformations are applied in real time to 

the video signal and allow dynamic switching between regular and high dynamic range monitoring 

within the same pipeline.

Express Dailies and On-Set Color

Express Dailies also has the complete Colorfront Engine toolset: the operator can fix technical 

exposure issues on the In page, access skin tone adjustment on the second FX page and Sector 

corrector on the second Color page, and control the Look on the out page. The only limitation of 

Express Dailies or On-Set Color is the lack of the look mixer module: only one look can be chosen from 

the extensive look list.
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Colorfront Engine controls in Express Dailies and On-set Color.

Colorfront Engine for Nuke

Colorfront Engine for Nuke is a state-of-the-art color processing and color transformation 

workflow for The Foundry's Nuke and Nuke Studio which enables unlimited creative look creation and 

ensures the image integrity from on-set to the finished product. The toolset not only provides building 

blocks for look management, it also includes the industry-leading high-performance CFD-5 ARRI RAW 

debayer. All building blocks are GPU-accelerated with the fallback option to multi-threaded CPU 

computation. Colorfront Engine can be added as a single tool containing all the necessary 

transformations, furthermore each color manipulation node is available in the Nuke node graph as well. 

The contents of the Colorfront Engine Gizmo in Nuke. Custom reader is Colorfront's CFD-5 ARRI RAW

debayer.

Nuke and Nuke Studio can be easily integrated into the Colorfront workflow via EMD files which 
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can be imported and applied to the Colorfront Engine nodes for selected shots or for the entire timeline 

in a Nuke Studio environment.

Post production studios can leverage the following features of the plugin kit.

CFD-5 ARRI RAW DEBAYER (ariReader): CFD-5 is the latest Colorfront ARRI RAW debayer which 

provides the highest quality demosaicing on the market for all ALEXA cameras. The approach 

considerably improves the quality of green screen and blue screen shots compared to other methods 

which simplifies the compositing process in VFX.

COLOR CONVERSION (CF_ColorConversion): Color conversion tool with a wide range of input and 

output curve and color options including color space support for all the widely used cinema camera 

types (ARRI, Sony, RED etc.), ACES 1.0, and HDR-workflow support.

CAMERA COLOR (CF_CameraColor): Full scene referred linear light adjustments to compensate for 

scene lighting intensity and color temperature. For more details see Section “Scene Referred Camera 

Color Module (Pre-Grade)”.

CREATIVE GRADING TOOLS (CF_CDL, CF_Primary, CF_Sector, CF_Skintone):  Basic grading toolkit 

including CDL, primary, sector graders, and skintone enhancer. For more details please see “Creative 

Grading Tools (CC)”.

LOOK MODULE (CF_LookBlend, CF_DisplayLook): The Look Blender component loads and mixes 

Colorfront's proprietary looks which are the results of the research of traditional film characteristics and

synthetic effects. The Display Look node  - which is basically an ODT in  ACES context -  converts the 

generated look to the color space of the display device.

EMD grade metadata files exported in On-Set Dailies, Express Dailies, or Transkoder can be brought 

into the Nuke scene via the Colorfront custom menu which gets installed as part of the Nuke package. 

The menu item “Import EMD...” generates a CF_Engine group node with child nodes and connections 

derived from the EMD file data. This group node represents the Colorfront look in Nuke.  The complete 

look pipeline can be updated or even replaced by clicking the “Update EMD...” menu item after 

selecting a CF_Engine node. The command might replace nodes inside the existing network to reflect 

the content of the selected EMD file.

Custom Colorfront menu with EMD import and update options.
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